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(174) ?????? 12????? 17????? 18????? 12???? 28????? 18???
?? 15???? 26???? 1????? 28????? 12????? 1
IUGONET?????????
(175) ???? 15???? 19????? 18????? 18????? 17????? 17???? 28?
???? 12???? 26???? 1????? 12??????? 12????? 15????? 15
???????????????????? 4?????????
Supernovae and Gamma-ray bursts 2013 (Kyoto) 11? 11?-15?
(176) Takeshige, S.1, Takasao, S.1, Shibata, K.1
The time evolution of a current sheet in the atmosphere of magnetars (poster)
Solar-C Science Meeting (???) 11? 11?
(178) Ichimoto, K.1, Suematsu, Y.20, Katsukawa, Y.20, Hara, H.20, Kano, R.20, Shimizu, T.3,
Matsuzaki, K.3 and Solar-C WG
Solar Optical Telescope (SUVIT) for Solar-C
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Observations of ﬁne scale structures and dynamics in sunspots (invited)
(181) Hillier, A.1, Hillier, R.46, Tripathi, D.49
Determination of Prominence Plasma β from the Dynamics of Rising Plumes (oral)
(182) Nishizuka, N.20, Nishida, K.1, Shibata, K.1
Nonlinear Fragmentation of Flare Current Sheets (invited)
(182) Nishida, K.1, Nishizuka, N.20, Shibata, K.1
The Role of a Flux Rope Ejection in Three-dimensional Magnetohydrodynamic Simulation
of a Solar Flare (poster)
(183) Ichimoto, K.1, Nakatani, Y.1, Kawate, T.1, Ueno, S.1, Yamaguchi, M.1, Hagino, M.1,
Kimura, G.1, Nagata, S.1, Miura, N.8
Attempts for high spatial resolution at Hida observatory and future coordination with
Hinode (poster)
(184) Kawate, T.1, Ichimoto, K.1
The origin of nonthermal electrons in solar ﬂares (poster)
(185) Anan, T.1, Casini, R.44, Ichimoto, K.1
Magnetic and electric ﬁeld inference in a surge using spectropolarimetric observations in
HI Paschen lines (poster)
(186) Kawamura, A. D. 1, Heerikhuisen, J. 40, Pogorelov, N. V. 40, Zank, G. P.40
3D test particle simulation of ISM Oxygen interacting with Heliosphere for IBEX obser-
vations (poster)
(187) Oi, A.1, Ichimoto, K.1, Yukio, K.20, Suematsu, Y.20
The Magnetic and Velocity Field Structure of the Sunspot Chromosphere (poster)
(188) Takahashi, T.1,14, Asai, A.10, Shibata, K.1
Investigation of shock nature of an EUV wave using a prominence activation (poster)
(189) Hada, Y.1, Isobe, H.11, Asai, A.10, Ishii, T.T.1, Shiota, D.28
Diagnosing ﬂare productive active regions using EUV images for space (poster)
(190) Hagino, M.1, Ichimoto, K.1, Kimura, G.1, Nakatani, Y.1, Kawate, T.1, Shinoda, K.20,
Suematsu, Y.20, Hara, H.20, Shimizu, T.3
Development of a universal tunable ﬁlter for future space and ground observations (poster)
(191) Hillier, A.1, Morton, R. J. 59, Erde´lyi, R.63
A statistical study of prominence oscillations: Evidence for photospheric motions as the
transverse wave driver in a quiescent prominence (poster)
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(192) Suda, T.1, Takasao, S.1, Shibata, K.1
Double-thread structure of spicules generated by magnetic reconnection (poster)
(193) Ueno, S.1, Ichimoto, K.1, Kitai, R.1, Shibata, K.1, Nagata, S.1, Morita, S.20, Otsuji,
K.20, Anan, T.1, Oi, A.1, Yoshida, K.Ritsumei, Asai, A.10, Matsumoto, T.28, Isobe, H.11,
Hashimoto, Y.14, Ishii, T.T.1, Hagino, M.1, Komori, H.1, Nishida, K.1, Nakamura, T.14,
Kawate, T.1, Watanabe, H.10, Hillier, A.1, Ohkawa, A.2, Sawada, S.2, Miyawaki, S.2,
Kato, Y.32, Mohri, N.32
Report of Cooperative Observations between Hida Observatory & Hinode Satellite (HOP0012,
0075, 0128) (poster)
(194) Gutierrez, M.V.61, Terrazas, R.45, Ishitsuka, M.61, Ishitsuka, J.61, Yoshinaga, Y.1, Naka-
mura, N.1, Hillier, A.1, Morita, S.20, Asai, A.10, Ishii, T.T.1, Ueno, S.1, Kitai, R.1, Shibata,
K.1
A 3-Dimensional View of the Filament Eruption and Coronal Mass Ejection Associated
with the 2011 March 8 Solar Flare (poster)
(195) Yamaguchi, M.1,Ku, Shaltout, A.1, Asai, A.10, Ichimoto, K.1, Morita, S.20, Shibata,
K.1, Kitai, R.1, Ishii, T.T.1, Ueno, S.1, Nakamura, N.1, Takasao, S.1, Yoshinaga, Y.1,
Hiller, A.1, Otsuji, K.20, Narukage, N.3, Cabezas, D.P.61, Martinez, L.M.45, Buleje, Y.J.45,
Gutierrez, M.V.61, Terrazas, R.A.45
Statistical Study of Filament Eruptions and Moreton Waves Observed by the Flare Mon-
itoring Telescope at Hida Observatory, Kyoto University (poster)
The 4th Symposium on Polar Science (Tachikawa, Tokyo) 11? 12?–15?
(196) Tanaka, Y.18, Sato, Y.18, Hori, T.28, Umemura, N.28, Abe, S.17, Koyama, Y.15, Yagi,
M.26, Shinbori, A.12, Yatagai, A.12, Ueno, S.1
IUGONET metada database and data analysis software for interdisciplinary studies (poster)
International CAWSES-II Symposium, (Nagoya, Japan) 11? 18?-22?
(197) Shibata, K.1
Superﬂares on Sun-like stars : Implication for solar superﬂares
(198) Asai, A.10, Isobe, H.11, Shiota, D.28, Watanabe, H.10, UeNo, S.1, Shinbori, A.12, Yokoyama,
M.34, Kitai, R.1, Kusano, K.28
Long-Term Variation of Solar EUV 304 A˚ Emission and the Abnormal Behavior at the
Cycle 23/24 Minimum Examined by SOHO/EIT (poster)
(199) Asai, A.10
Recent Giant Solar Flares and their Relation to Space Weather (invited)
(200) Asai, A.10
Recent Flare Studies and Space Weather (invited,panel disccussion?)
(201) Isobe H.11, Hada Y.1, Asai A.10, Ishii T. T.1, Shita D.28, Imamura T.3, Toyota H.3
Space Weather in Deep Space Probe: Evaluation of Solar Energetic Particles Exposure
on the Venus Climate Orbiter Akatsuki (oral)
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(202) Hada Y.1, Isobe H.11, Asai A.10, Ishii T.T.1, Shiota D.28
Diagnosing ﬂare productive active regions using EUV images for space weather forecast
(poster)
(203) Koyama, Y.15, Kurakawa, K.19, Sato, Y.18, Tanaka, Y.18, Abe, S.17, Ikeda, D.17, Hori,
T.28, Umemura, N.28, Shinbori, A.12, UeNo, S.1, Yagi, M.26, Hashiguchi, N.12, Yatagai,
A.12
Challenge to the data-intensive science in upper atmospheric research (oral)
(204) Yatagai, A.12, Koyama, Y.15, Hori, T.28, Abe, S.17, Tanaka, Y.18, Shinbori, A.12,
Umemura, N.28, Sato, Y.18, Yagi, M.26, UeNo, S.1, Hashiguchi, N.O.12, Ritschel, B.62,
Iyemori, T.15
International cooperation between Japanese IUGONET and EU ESPAS projects on de-
velopment of the metadata database for upper atmospheric study (oral)
(205) Tanaka, Y.18, Hori, T.28, Abe, S.17, Shinbori, A.12, Koyama, Y.15, Umemura, N.28, Yagi,
M.26, UeNo, S.1, Sato, Y.18, Yatagai, A.12
IUGONET metadata database and data analysis software for long-term ground-based
observation data (poster)
(206) Sato, Y.18, Shinbori, A.12, Abe, S.17, Yagi, M.26, Yatagai, A.12, Koyama, Y.15, Tanaka,
Y.18, Hori, T.28, Umemura, N.28, UeNo, S.1
IUGONET’s eﬀorts for capacity building to promote international/interdisciplinary solar-
terrestial physics research (poster)
(207) UeNo, S.1, Yumoto, K.17, Yoshikawa, A.17, Makita, K., Munakata, K., Mizuno, A.28,
Tsuda, T.12
Report of capacity-building activities of Japan during CAWSES-II period (poster)
Swiss-Kyoto Symposium 2013 (Zurich; Switzerland) 11? 21?–22?
(208) Nogami, D.1
Solar and Stellar Superﬂares (oral)
??????????????? (????) 11? 23?–25?
(209) ???? 1
Ia???? SN 2012ht ????????????
?????????????? (????) 12? 1?
(210) ???? 1
?????????: ????????????????????????
???????????? ???? 12? 10?
(211) ???? 1
????????????? (invited)
????????????????? (??) 12? 23?
(212) ???? 1
????????????????? (???????=?????)
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